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1. The purpose of this communication is to use the concept of maximal common 
subgraph for defining a distance (with properties of the metric) between graphs. 
The approach presented here was initially stimulated by our recent studies on the 
mathematical model of organic chemistry [ l ] , where we have dealt very often with 
"measuring similarity" of graphs. A special kind of the distance has been reported 
in this journal by Zelinka [2]; his approach is entirely based on the number of vertices 
in both compated graphs and does not reflect in an explicit way their edges. 
2. A graph G = (V, E) consists of a non-empty finite vertex set Vand an edge 
set E. The graphs considered in the present paper may be, in general, directed or 
undirected, multiple edges and loops are permitted. A subgraph G' of the graph G 
is a graph obtained from G by deleting subsets of its vertices and edges, G' ^ G. 
Two graphs Gx and G2 are isomorphic, Gt ~ G2, if there exists a 1 — 1 correspondence 
between the vertices of one and the vertices of the other such that the adjacent pairs 
of vertices in one graph are mapped only to adjacent pairs in the other. A common 
subgraph of two graphs G1 and G2 consists of a subgraph G[ c Gt and a subgraph 
G2 s= G2 such that G\ ~ G2. A maximal common subgraph (MCS) of two graphs 
is the common subgraph which contains the largest possible number of edges. 
Recently, McGregor [3] has suggested a back-track searching algorithm for the 
construction of MCS of two graphs. 
3. Let us consider two graphs Gx == (Vl9Ei) and G2 = (V2 ,£2), and let G\ = 
= (V1
(U2),£(1
1'2)) c G1 and G2 = (V?^, E2*>
2)) <= G2 be the MCS. Since the 
subgraphs G\ and G2 are isomorphic, G\ ~ G2, the cardinalities of the vertex and 
the edge subsets, respectively, must be the same, |V,(1'2)| = |V2
(1,2)| and |£ ( 1 '2 ) | == 
= \E2
U2)\ = max. The subset E\U2) is mapped onto the subset E2
U2) by a 1 - 1 





1,2). A distance between graphs Gx and G2 is determined by 
*) Part VITI in the series Mathematical Model of Organic Chemistry. 
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(i) d(Gl,G2) = |Et - EV-2>\ + \E2 - 4'-
2,l + I N - Ml -
= N + N - 2|E</-2>| + I N - N I -
In particular, for graphs with the same number of edges, this distance corresponds 
to the number of edges that cannot be matched in the construction of MCS of two 
graphs Gx and G4. 
Theorem. The distance d(Gi9 G2) is a metric, the following three properties 
are satisfied: 
(i) Positive semidefiniteness 
d(Gi9 G2) = 0 ( = 0 only for Gi ~ G2) . 
(ii) Symmetry 
d(GiG2) = d[G29 Gj). 
(iii) Triangular inequality 
d(Gi9 G2) + d[G29 G3) = d{Gi9 G3) . 
Proof. The first two properties of the distance (1) are obvious. Using (1) and its 
analogues for the two pairs of graphs G2, G3 and Gi9 G3 we get 
(2) d(Gi9 G2) + d(G29 G3) - d(Gi9 G3) = 
= 2(|£2| + \E[^\ - \E2*>
2)\ - |42'3)|) + 
+ \\Vi\-\V2\\ + \\V2\-\V2\\-\\Vi\-\V>\\ = 
= 2(|£2 - 4
, ' 2 ) u 4 2 ' 3 ) | + \E\l'»\ - |£2
l'2) n F2
2'3)|) + 
+ I W " l ^ l l + | |K a | - |K3 | | - IIK.I - | ^ 3 | | , 
where we have used |A | - \Bt\ - |fl2| = |A - Bt u B2\ - 1.8! n B2\ for £1? £ 2 c 
S -4. The term ||Vi| - |V2|| + ||V2| - |V3|| - \\VX\ - |V3|| is automatically 
positive semidefinite, which follows immediately from the well-known inequality 
|a — b\ + \b — c\ ^ |a — c|. Hence, in order to prove the triangular inequality 
it is sufficient to verify only the positive semidefiniteness of the term |£2 — E2
l>2) u 
u£ 2
2 ' 3 ) | + |£(1
1'3)| - |£ 2
1 ' 2 ) n£ 2
2 ' 3 ) | . If the subsets £(2
1'2) and £2
2'3) are disjoint, 
then the triangular inequality is fulfilled. Let us assume that the intersection E2
li2) n 
n £2
2 , 3 ) is a non-empty Subset of E2. Using the mappings fi2 andf23 we can form 
two subsets fi2(E2
U2) n £2
2'3)) = E2 s E2andf23(Etf >
2) n £2
2'3)) = E3 s E3 with 
the same cardinality, |jf?2| = |i?3|. The subset Ei can be mapped onto the subset E3 
by a 1 - 1 function / 1 3 = f i 2 of23, E3 = /i3(-ffi) = f23L/i2(^1)]. This means that 
we have formed a common subgraph of the graphs Gi and G3, composed of the 
edge subsets Ei and £39 respectively. Since the MCS of the graphs Gi and G3 contains 
|£(1
1,3)| = |£3
1 , 3 ) | = max edges, we have 
(3) |^ - 3 ) | ^ |A| = l̂ al = | ^ ' 2 ) o £^-3>|. 
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Inserting this relation into (2) we arrive at the triangular inequality, which was to 
be demonstrated. 
4. Let us consider a pair of graphs G1 and G2 composed of the same number of 
vertices, \Vt\ = |V2| = n. Following McGregor [3], the construction of MCS is 
carried out in such a way that (using a back-track searching algorithm) we look for 
a 1 — 1 mapping of Vt onto V2 such that the induced common subgraph is composed 
of the largest possible number of edges. Let At and A2 be the adjacency matrices 
of Gt and G2, respectively. The above mentioned 1 — 1 mapping may be simply 
realized by a permutation P of n objects (1, 2,..., n). This directly implies that the 
second alternative definition of distance for a pair of graphs (with the same number 
of vertices) is 
(4) d(Gu G2) = min \At - P
TA2P\, 
p 
where |A| = £ \atj\ is the Hamming (linear) norm of a symmetric matrix -A. The 
relation (4) is nothing elese than our determination of the so-called chemical distance 
[1] between two graphs representing molecular structure formulas. 
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